
4 hours ago1. PLEDGE ALLEGIANCE

Trump Makes May 1 ‘Loyalty Day’

CARLOS BARRIA/REUTERS

U.S. President Donald Trump walks from Marine One as he returns from a day trip to Atlanta on the South

Lawn of the White House in Washington, U.S., April 28, 2017.

President Trump wants Americans to celebrate
May 1 as Loyalty Day. He is now calling on the
nation to observe the holiday to express loyalty to
“individual liberties, to limited government, and to
the inherent dignity of every human being,”
according to a statement sent out by the White
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House. “The United States stands as the world's
leader in upholding the ideals of freedom, equality,
and justice. Together, and with these fundamental
concepts enshrined in our Constitution, our Nation
perseveres in the face of those who would seek to
harm it,” the proclamation reads. Trump asked all
government and public offices to display the
American flag to mark the holiday on May 1, and
he called on schools and other public places to
hold ceremonies where the Pledge of Allegiance
would be recited. Loyalty Day was first made an
official holiday in the 1950s, during a time known
as the Second Red Scare, when fears of
communism and leftism ran rampant. In the 1920s,
it was known as Americanization Day. Trump is
not the first president to try to breathe new life into
the holiday. Former President Barack Obama also
proclaimed May 1 as Loyalty Day in 2016.

READ IT AT FOX NEWS

Trump: What We’ve Learned 100 Days In >
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Trump: I Thought This Would Be Easier >
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China Deports U.S. ‘Spy’ A�er Two Years in
Custody

FACEBOOK/SAVESANDY

Sandy Phan-Gillis, a Houston-based businesswoman, was arrested in 2015 by Chinese authorities and

accused of espionage.

China has deported a U.S. citizen accused of
espionage after her conviction earlier this week.
Sandy Phan-Gillis, a Houston-based
businesswoman with Chinese origins, reportedly
arrived in Los Angeles on Friday after more than
two years behind bars. Her return comes after a
Chinese court convicted her of spying on Tuesday,
sentencing her to three and-a-half years’
imprisonment and ordering her deportation.
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Chinese authorities also accused her of helping the
FBI to track down two Chinese spies in the U.S.
before turning them into double agents. “Sandy is
overjoyed to be reunited with friends and family,
and sends out her thanks to the many people who
worked tirelessly for her release,” her husband, Jeff
Gillis, was cited as saying by the BBC. Phan-Gillis
was arrested in March 2015 while on a business
trip in China, in a case widely condemned by
international human rights groups. Chinese
authorities had accused Phan-Gillis of conducting
espionage in the country on two separate trips in
1996, allegations which her husband called
“beyond ridiculous.” He said her passport proves
that she wasn’t even in China at the time of the
alleged crimes. Apart from behind held without a
trial, she was also reportedly kept in a secret
location for six months before being placed in
solitary confinement.

READ IT AT THE BBC

China Won’t Back Tillerson on N. Korea >

Is China Warming Up to Trump? >

Trump Flip-Flops on China Currency >
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Pentagon Investigates ‘Friendly Fire’ for U.S.
Troops’ Deaths in Afghanistan

PARWIZ/REUTERS

Afghan Special Forces patrol at the site of a MOAB, or ''mother of all bombs'', which struck the Achin

district of the eastern province of Nangarhar, Afghanistan April 23, 2017.

Two U.S. Army Rangers killed during a raid on an
Islamic State compound in Afghanistan earlier this
week may have been killed by friendly fire, the
Pentagon said Friday. An investigation has been
opened into their deaths to determine whether they
were killed by Afghan forces helping U.S. troops
or other U.S. forces, Navy Capt. Jeff Davis said
Friday. According to Davis, about 35 IS militants
were killed during the hours-long firefight late
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Wednesday, and a top leader of the terrorist
group’s affiliate in Afghanistan was suspected
among the dead. “This was a dangerous mission
and we knew this going in,” Davis told reporters.
“Within minutes of the insertion the combined
force came under intense fire from multiple
directions. It was during these initial moments of
the raid that the two Rangers were mortally
wounded,” he said. The raid was conducted in
Mohmand Valley in Nagarhar Province, the same
area where the U.S. military dropped a massive
bomb earlier this month. The two servicemen
killed were identified as Sgt. Joshua Rodgers, 22,
of Illinois, and Sgt. Cameron Thomas, 23, of
Ohio.

READ IT AT THE NEW YORK TIMES

2 U.S. Special Ops Killed in Afghanistan >

U.S. Sending 1,500 Troops to Afghanistan >

Death Toll in U.S. Afghan Strike Rises >
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6 hours ago4. MENACING

Hacker Threatens to Release Stolen Netflix
Series

MIKE BLAKE/REUTERS

The Netflix logo is shown in this illustration photograph in Encinitas, California, U.S., on October 14, 2014.
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A hacker is demanding ransom from Netflix to
stop him from releasing stolen copies of the hit
series Orange Is the New Black. Calling himself
"The Dark Overlord," the hacker has already
uploaded a file to an illegal fire-sharing service
that he claims is the first episode of the next
season. The threats come just over a month before
the show’s season premiere is set to be released.
The video streaming service has described the
incident as an “active situation,” saying the FBI is
already investigating a breach at a production
vendor that works with numerous major television
studios. In his ransom note, the hacker says he
stole copies of other television series as well,
promising to release them if his “modest” demands
are not met. The amount of his ransom demands
was not specified, nor were the titles of the other
shows he claims to have pirated.

READ IT AT ASSOCIATED PRESS

Dear Racist Trolls: Watch This Show >

Cyberattack Takes Out Netflix, Spotify >

5. CRACKDOWN

Turkey Blocks Wikipedia With No Explanation
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GARY CAMERON/REUTERS

Wikipedia webpage in use on a laptop computer is seen in this photo illustration taken in Washington,

January 17, 2012.

Turkish authorities have blocked access to
Wikipedia without giving any explanation for the
move. In a brief statement issued by the country’s
Information and Communication Technologies
Authority, the government said “ an administrative
measure has been taken for this website” after
“technical analysis and legal consideration,” the
BBC reported Saturday. The move comes amid
heated debate in the country over President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan’s April 16 referendum, which
critics say gave the president an unprecedented
amount of new powers despite being full of
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electoral violations. Some now say the government
is attempting to silence criticism of Erdogan on
Wikipedia by blocking access to the encyclopedia
page. Turkey, ranked 155 out of 180 countries for
press freedom by Reporters Without Borders, has
previously blocked Facebook and Twitter amid
public unrest and in the wake of terror attacks.

READ IT AT THE BBC

Turkey’s Lurch Toward Dictatorship >

Turkey Arrests Dozens Over Protests >

Watchdog: Turkey Vote Wasn’t Fair >

6. WARM WORDS

Pope Calls for Christian-Muslim Unity in Visit to
Egypt
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AMR ABDALLAH DALSH/REUTERS

Personal security surrounds Pope Francis as he arrives to hold a mass in Cairo, Egypt April 29, 2017.

In a historic visit to Egypt this weekend, Pope
Francis called for Christian-Muslim unity and
sought to comfort the country’s Catholic
population in the wake of deadly attacks by
Islamic militants. Pope Francis’ visit – the first
visit to Egypt by a pope in 20 years – came just
weeks after dozens of Christians were killed in
twin church bombings claimed by the Islamic
State. A separate attack on a Coptic church in
December claimed another 29 lives, and Pope
Francis made a point to visit that church on Friday.
On Saturday, he continued to send a message
against religious violence with a mass held at an
outdoor stadium near Cairo. Speaking to an
estimated 15,000 people in attendance, he told
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Egyptian Catholics to be kind to their fellow
countrymen even if they practice Islam, saying
“the only fanaticism believers can have is that of
charity!” Francis also met with members of the
Egyptian clergy before being seen off at the airport
by President Abdel-Fattah el-Sissi on Saturday.

READ IT AT ASSOCIATED PRESS

Pope Gives a TED Talk—and a Warning >

O’Reilly Meets Pope Amid Fox Ouster >

Pope Denounces ‘Oppressive Regimes’ >

7. PLAYING WITH FIRE

Philippines' Duterte Urges U.S. Restraint With
N. Korea
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ERIK DE CASTRO/REUTERS

Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte speaks during a news conference after concluding the 30th Association

of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) summit in Manila, Philippines April 29, 2017.

Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte has chimed
in on the escalating situation with North Korea,
urging the U.S. on Saturday to exercise restraint in
dealing with North Korea’s Kim Jong Un, who
“wants to end the world.” Duterte said his country
was alarmed by the current tensions, warning that
in the face of a “catastrophe” Asia would be the
first to be affected by nuclear war. “There seems to
be two countries playing with their toys and those
toys are not really to entertain,” Duterte said at a
news conference in Manila, according to Reuters.
“You know that they are playing with somebody
who relishes letting go of missiles and everything.
I would not want to go into his (Kim's) mind
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because I really do not know what's inside but he's
putting mother earth, the planet to an edge,” he
said. His comments came before he was due to
speak with U.S. President Trump by phone on
Saturday, and after U.S. and South Korean officials
said Pyongyang’s latest missile launched had failed
earlier Saturday. Duterte said he would bring up
the issue during his planned conversation with
Trump. “Who am I to say that you should stop?
But I would say 'Mr. President, please see to it that
there is no war because my region will suffer
immensely,’” he said.

READ IT AT REUTERS

Duterte: I’ll Eat Militants’ Livers >

Kasich: ‘Eradicate’ N. Korean Leadership >

Trump: Conflict With N. Korea Possible >

8. SCARE TACTICS

S. Korea Begins Drills With U.S. to Deter
Pyongyang
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U.S. NAVY/MASS COMMUNICATION SPECIALIST 2ND CLASS Z.A. LANDERS/REUTERS

The Japan Maritime Self-Defense Force destroyers JS Samidare and JS Ashigara, the U.S. Navy Arleigh

Burke-class guided-missile destroyers USS Wayne E. Meyer and USS Michael Murphy, Ticonderoga-class

guided-missile cruiser USS Lake Champlain and Nimitz-class aircraft carrier USS Carl Vinson transit the

Philippine Sea April 28, 2017.

South Korea’s navy says it has kicked off drills
with U.S. ships just hours after a failed missile
launch from North Korea. In a statement, the navy
said the drills are aimed at “deterring North
Korea's provocations and displaying the firm
alliance between the United States and South
Korea.” While South Korea regularly conducts
drills with U.S. forces, the latest exercises come
amid tensions with Pyongyang that appear to be
rapidly escalating, with U.S. President Trump
warning earlier that a “major” war with North
Korea is possible. The U.S. has already sent the
supercarrier USS Carl Vinson to the region as a
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warning to Pyongyang to cease its missile activity.
In the wake of the latest missile launch, Trump
took to Twitter to condemn North Korea for what
he described as insulting Beijing, which has been
trying to soothe tensions in the region. “North
Korea disrespected the wishes of China & its
highly respected President when it launched,
though unsuccessfully, a missile today. Bad!”
Trump wrote.

READ IT AT ASSOCIATED PRESS

Trump's Only Playing the Madman on Korea >

N. Korea ‘Test-Fires’ Ballistic Missile >

China Won’t Back Tillerson on N. Korea >

9. WORRISOME

EPA Website Removes Climate Science Site
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JOSHUA ROBERTS/REUTERS

Scott Pruitt, administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), speaks to employees of the

Agency in Washington, U.S., February 21, 2017.

The Environmental Protection Agency on Friday
removed several sites from its homepage on
climate change and greenhouse gas emissions, a
move the agency says is meant to “reflect the views
of the leadership of the agency.” The agency
warned on Friday that its site would be
“undergoing changes,” an announcement followed
by the removal of a website on climate change
cited to balance EPA head Scott Pruitt’s statements
on the matter. Pruitt has faced scrutiny and a
backlash from many researchers for his very public
skepticism of climate change, saying explicitly last
month in an interview with CNBC that he does not
agree with the idea that human activity is causing
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global warming. Even after those remarks, the
EPA website had continued to link to data from the
United Nations’ Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change that contradicted Pruitt’s
argument. That link, which had been up for nearly
two decades and contained detailed explanations
of climate change, was one of several taken down
Friday as part of the site’s overhaul. A website
explaining greenhouse gas emissions and the
former administration’s Clean Power Plan was also
removed. “As EPA renews its commitment to
human health and clean air, land, and water, our
website needs to reflect the views of the leadership
of the agency,” J.P. Freire, the agency’s associate
administrator for public affairs, said in a statement.
“We want to eliminate confusion by removing
outdated language first and making room to
discuss how we’re protecting the environment and
human health by partnering with states and
working within the law,” Freiere was cited as
saying by The Washington Post.

READ IT AT THE WASHINGTON POST 

EPA Boss: CO2 Not a Big Deal in Warming >

Christian Anti-Environmentalist for EPA >

Pruitt Emails Detail Work for EPA’s Foes >
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an hour ago10. DISCONTENT

Dozens Arrested in Russian Protests Against
Putin

ANTON VAGANOV/REUTERS

Interior Ministry officers detain a participant of an opposition protest, calling for Russian President Vladimir

Putin not to run for another presidential term next year, in St. Petersburg, Russia, April 29, 2017.

Protesters in cities across Russia on Saturday
gathered to call for President Vladimir Putin’s
resignation. The rallies were mostly peaceful, but
dozens of demonstrators were reportedly arrested,
with hordes of riot police deployed for the event.
In Moscow, the protest was organized by Kremlin
critic Mikhail Khodorkovsky’s Open Russia
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foundation, a group that was banned and deemed
“undesirable” days earlier by the General
Prosecutor’s Office. The protest came in response
to speculation that Putin will run for office in the
2018 presidential election, paving the way for his
fourth term. Demonstrators on Saturday, with
handwritten appeals for Putin to step down, said
the former KGB man’s rule has only been
detrimental to the country. “Nothing positive has
happened in our country on his watch and I have
the sense that things are getting worse, and that the
main problem is the fact that those in power are
the same,” one protester, identified only as Anna,
told Reuters.

READ IT AT REUTERS

Russia’s JK Rowling Is Putin’s Nemesis >

Bannon’s Russian Soul Mate Speaks >
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